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His attack on Syria had the same result as before—over-
whelming defeat for his forces. He died before the news
reached Constantinople; whereupon the Powers intervened,
intimating to Mchemet and the Turkish Government that they
would arbitrate upon the dispute. But a divergence now
emerged between Britain and France* Palmerston adhered to
the support of Turkey as a check on Russia, and he particularly
dreaded the prospect of Egypt becoming a powerful independent
state astride the overland route to India. The French, on the
other hand, had maintained a connection with Egypt ever
since Napoleon's adventures there. There were many French
officers in Mehemet's army, and important French commercial
interests were involved in the country.
Czar Nicholas gleefully seized the chance to break up the
entente. He had come to realise that his agreement with
Turkey would do him more harm than good if it involved the
hostility of Britain. So he undertook to let it lapse and joined
with Britain, Austria and Prussia in arranging that Syria should
be restored to the direct government of the Sultan. But Thiers,
the minister in charge of French foreign affairs, was burning to
revive the prestige of France in European politics. He angrily
protested against the decision of the other Powers, and when a
British fleet was sent to enforce that decision he urged Louis-
Philippe to give armed support to Mehemet. For a moment it
seemed as if war would break out; but the cautious old King
drew back from challenging the rest of Europe in general and
England in particular. Thereupon Thiers resigned, and Guizot
became chief minister for the rest of the reign.
As for Mehemet Ali, he bowed to the inevitable, abandoned
his claim to Syria, and accepted instead the position of hereditary
Pasha (afterwards " Khedive ") of Egypt.

